An indirect boundary element method has been used to compute seismic wavefields in layered media. The advantages of this technique over numerical grid methods are that it satisfies radiation conditions, incorporates free surface effects, solves viscoelastic problems and can handle arbitrary source types. The technique is more appropriate for models with high aspect ratios and a limited number of layers. The computational cost increases with the number of layers and frequency content. Examples are presented in this study to illustrate some of the features of the technique. Seismograms are computed for SH and P-SV line sources in 2-D earth models. Finite-difference and the Cagniardde Hoop methods are used to test the accuracy of the technique. Even though the computation time for the method is several times greater than finite differences, the technique becomes cost effective as the number of computed shot-gathers increases. The technique also allows computation of constant offset gathers at a small additional cost which is very expensive to do by using finite differences.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Numerical grid methods (e.g. finite differences, finite elements and pseudospectral methods) have become the standard tool for seismic modelling. These techniques are extremely versatile in terms of model complexity that can be treated, although grid generation may still be problematic. These methods are also very demanding of computation time. They involve discretization of the entire model volume, at a grid spacing which is generally much shorter than the smallest wavelength present in the solution. The finite aperture of the grid also imposes difficulties in the approximation of radiation conditions on the solutions and thus the grid may need to be made much larger than the modelled region. A third set of difficulties is associated with the approximation of the solution in the vicinity of boundaries (both internal and free surface). All of the grid methods involve some smoothing of the solution that may be objectionable for some modelling purposes, but may in fact be an advantage in imaging or migration.
Boundary methods, boundary integrals (BIM) and boundary elements (BEM) have emerged as alternatives to the grid methods in cases where better accuracy is required near boundaries and sources or where the domain is infinite in extent (Cruse 1980) . Boundary methods discretize the model only on boundary surfaces, rather than throughout the model volume, so that advantages may be obtained for models with large aspect ratio (e.g. wide angle seismic shooting) or where the model consists of a few homogeneous regions separated by sharp boundaries. In this paper a variant of the BEM will be compared to the time domain formulation of the finite difference (FD) method. This choice is dictated both by the authors experience and wide spread use of time domain FD in the exploration community. An excellent discussion of the accuracy and requirements of FD and finite element (FE) methods can be found in Marfurt (1984) . Some of the advantages to be discussed are a direct result of the frequency domain formulation of the BEM and would also accrue to frequency domain FD and FE schemes (Marfurt 1984; Marfurt and Shin 1989; Pratt 1990) .
Computation of Green's functions with great accuracy, dimensionality reduction, inclusion of viscoelasticity, accurate representation of free surface effects, including irregular surface topographies, representing arbitrary source types and satisfaction of radiation conditions, are some of the features that make boundary methods an attractive tool for seismic modelling. Although all boundary methods have a common origin, they divide into two main categories; direct and indirect methods. The direct BEM (in which the solution is in terms of stress and displacements) has been more popular despite the fact that indirect methods (which parameterize the problem in terms of some force distribution) give a better physical insight into the nature of the problem (Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 1991) .
Significant progress has been made on boundary integral techniques since the pioneering work of Aki & Larner (1970) who introduced a numerical method based on discrete superposition of plane waves. The Aki-Larner method has been used extensively to study the response of irregular topographies on seismic wavefields (e.g. Bard 1982; Geli et al. 1988; Ferguson 1988 ). This method, however, is unstable at high frequencies due to exponentially growing waves and cannot deal with high-dip features because of numerical difficulties in simulating locally upgoing waves (Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 1991; Axilrod & Ferguson 1990 ). Bouchon (1985) introduced a discrete wavenumber method (DWM) for the Green's functions and used boundary sources to compute diffracted waves. The use of DWM in computing Green's functions has eliminated stress singularities and representation of diffracted waves by boundary sources thereby overcoming the problem of instability at high frequencies. Campillo & Bouchon (1985) applied a boundary integral equation method (BIEM) to compute an SH wavefield in a half-space with an irregular free surface. The computation of an SH wavefield in more complex media (Bouchon et al. 1989) and its extension to the elastic case (Gaffet & Bouchon 1991; Gaffet 1995) have provided important tools.
The main disadvantage of BIEM is the time consuming effort to evaluate half-space Green's functions by discrete summation. Kawase (1988) introduced a BEM based on the Somigliana integral representation by combining exact Green's functions in an infinite medium for representation of diffracted waves from interfaces and the discrete wavenumber representation of Green's function in the half-space to account for free surface effects. The singularities of the Green's functions are removed when integrated over a boundary element and the stress singularity is replaced by its static value at the location of the applied force.
Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo (1991) developed a single layer boundary integral representation using the Somigliana identity. The method constructs a diffracted wavefield by placing sources at the boundaries. The technique has been successfully applied to the computation of the plane wave response of topographical features.
In this study, we use a single layer boundary integral representation to compute P-SV and SH wavefields for line sources in 2-D earth models. Green's functions in an infinite medium are used to compute the diffracted wavefield in the layers and in the half-space, while a discrete wavenumber representation of Green's functions are used to include free surface effects. The technique is compared to a fourth order FD method for its speed and accuracy.
THEORY
The displacement field in an elastic solid, subject to a time harmonic excitation, can be written by means of the Somigliana integral representation (Pao & Varatharajulu 1976) :
where u i (x) is the ith component of displacement at an arbitrary point x, t i (x) is the ith component of traction on the boundary S, f i (y) is the ith component of a body force at y, G ij (x, j) and T ij (x, j) are the displacement and traction Green's functions in the direction of i at point x due to a point force in the jth direction at point j. The constant c is 1 if j is inside volume V, 0 if j is outside volume V and 0.5 if j is on the volume. The Green's functions of the integral equation for an isotropic, elastic solid with harmonic time dependence e ivt (Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 1991)
where indices a and b refer to compressional and shear waves respectively, r is density, v is angular frequency,
(1) (k a r) and g b =ipH 0
(1) (k b r) are the Green's functions for P and S waves respectively. H 0 (2) and H 0 (1) is the Hankel function of the first and second kind and order 0 respectively. Traction Green's functions can be computed from the displacement Green's functions by the application of Hooke's law.
Inclusion of free surface effects requires the computation of the half-space Green's functions, which are not available in a simple form, except for the SH case. Therefore, the Green's functions for the free surface are computed from displacement potentials using a discrete wavenumber representation (Gaffet and Bouchon 1991) . The technique transforms infinite integrals of wavenumbers to discrete summation of wavenumbers under the assumption of spatial periodicity. The effect of periodicity can be removed from the time histories by the use of complex frequencies. An alternative way to handle the free surface boundary conditions is to impose null tractions at the surface (Vai et al. 1999) . The viscoelastic effects are included into the computations by the use of complex velocities
The Somigliana integral representation can be used to implement the direct BEM (Kawase 1988 ). An alternative approach is to employ the indirect BEM, which requires representation of the diffracted wavefield through the distribution of boundary sources using a single layer representation (Coutant 1989; Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 1991) 
Similarly, the tractions can be obtained by the application of Hooke's law
where w j is the force distribution at the boundary. The first term on the right hand side represents the singularity on a smooth boundary and must be dropped if x is inside V.
Eqs (3) and (4) form the basis of the boundary element formulation. Numerical computation requires a discretization of the surface integrals. This is achieved by dividing the boundary S into N elements. Assuming w j is constant along each boundary element and ignoring source terms, eq. (3) becomes
Eq. (5) corresponds to the contribution from a single element and can be computed using a Gaussian integration scheme,
The indirect boundary element method for seismic modelling 69 GJI 147, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] except when x=j. Analytical expressions using series expansions of Green's functions can be obtained when x is in the neighbourhood of j (Sánchez-Sesma and Luzó n 1995). The computation of the wavefield by the indirect BEM in a layered medium requires representation of layer interfaces by an array of point diffractors radiating waves into the medium. Expression of boundary conditions at interfaces leads to matrices that relate the force distribution at one interface to the next. The strengths of the forces are determined by solving a linear system at each interface with imposed free surface and radiation conditions. The details of the computation is given by Bouchon et al. (1989) and Gaffet and Bouchon (1991) . An extension to transversely isotropic media can be found in Karabulut and Ferguson (1996) . Figs 2(a-c) shows the recorded time histories of boundary element, finite difference and analytical SH-wave solutions for three receivers. The analytical solution is based on the Cagniardde Hoop method (Le 1993) . A fourth-order staggered-grid approximation is used in computing FD solutions (Virieux 1984; Dablain 1986) . Exponential tapers are applied to the computed wavefield to suppress reflections from the model boundaries.
S H -W A V E S
The seismogram at receiver a (Fig. 1) consists of the direct arrival and reflections from the interface and the free surface. Receiver b, which is located above the source at surface, has only normal incident arrivals including direct, reflected and free surface multiple reflections, while receiver c, which is 1 km away from the source, has head waves as first arrivals, as well as direct and reflected waves from the interface and the free surface. The agreement between numerical and analytical solutions indicates the accuracy of the boundary element technique.
The second example considers a medium bounded with an irregular interface and a free surface (Fig. 3) . Velocities are identical to those in the first example. The source depth is 50 m and a Ricker wavelet with 30 Hz dominant frequency is used as a source function. The wavefield is recorded at the surface and as a vertical seismic profile. (Fig. 4a,b) and vertical seismic profile (VSP) (Fig. 4c,d Small differences between the two techniques are due to boundary effects (B) in the FD solution, and smoothing in the BEM.
A computational advantage of the BEM is that propagation of the wavefield proceeds independently of the source location until it reaches the source layer. When the source is located at the surface or within the first layer, several shot gathers can be computed at little extra cost for different source positions. Such a feature can also be exploited to compute constant offset sections with great accuracy.
A more complex earth model (Fig 5a) is chosen to illustrate these features (Yılmaz 1987) . The model involves three interfaces with velocities, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 km s x1 . Density is constant. The indirect boundary element method for seismic modelling 71 GJI 147, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] A Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of 30 Hz is used. Stars illustrate source positions, which are located at 50 m depth. A reflection survey is simulated along the surface of the model. Common shot gathers, computed using a 1.2 km split spread, are displayed in Fig. 5c with a zero offset section on a 5 km profile with 20 m spacing (Fig 5c) . To obtain zero offset section it is not necessary to compute all of the shot gathers since displacements at any offset can be directly computed from the force distribution. Free surface effects are not included in the seismograms for simplicity. This zero offset section does not involve any approximation as in the exploding reflector model (Yılmaz 1987) . Kinematic and dynamic properties of the wavefield are accurate not only for primary reflections but also for interbed multiples.
E L A S T I C W A V E S
The layer over a half-space model in Fig. 1 is used to compute elastic wavefields using FD and BEM. A fourth-order staggered-grid formulation (Levander 1988 ) is used for the FD solutions. P-wave velocities are 2.5 km s x1 for the layer and 4.5 km s x1 for the half-space. V s /V p is chosen as 0.6 for both layers and density is constant. The source is an explosive line source located at 50 m depth; both vertical and horizontal displacements are recorded at the surface on a 4.0 km profile. Fig. 6(a) illustrates vertical component seismograms, recorded at the free surface which are computed using BEM and FD. The surface waves and converted waves can be identified easily on surface recordings. The agreement between the two methods is good. The minor differences are due to the model boundaries, free surface boundary conditions for FD (Levander The indirect boundary element method for seismic modelling 73 GJI 147, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] 1988) and discrete wavenumver representation in BEM. The extracted traces at an offset of 2.4 km is given in Fig. 6(b) for horizontal and vertical components.
The second example for the elastic modelling is computed from the model given in Fig. 3 . Velocities are as discussed above. Fig. 7 shows BEM results for vertical and horizontal components. The seismograms recorded at the surface are dominated by the diffractions (D) from the interface and converted waves (C) from the free surface. The surface waves (S) are clearly visible at 0.4 sec on the VSP recordings. Converted waves above and below the boundary can be identified easily. Features discussed in the modelling of SH-waves (e.g. generating constant offset sections, including or excluding free surface effects) can also be implemented in elastic modelling.
C O M P U T A T I O N A L C O N S I D E R A T I O N S
There are several factors that need to be considered when the computation time for the BEM is compared to FD. The cost of the BEM depends on the size of the linear system of equations to be solved at every interface. The size of this system is determined from the number of boundary elements which requires at least three points per seismic wavelength (Bouchon et al. 1989) , that is: N=3Lf/b low , where L is the length of the model, f is the maximum frequency and b low is the lowest velocity of the adjacent layers. In general, a different value of N can be used for each interface and each frequency. A minimum number of boundary elements is used at low frequencies and minimum shear wave velocity in the adjacent layers is used to obtain the number of boundary elements for an interface. The size of the linear system is M=2N for SH waves and M=4N for P-SV waves. The number of numerical operations at an interface is mainly determined by Gaussian elimination which is O(M 3 ). The total cost would then be a function of number of interfaces in the model and the number of frequencies used for the computation of seismograms.
Significant savings can be accomplished in the BEM by the use of alternative techniques to the Gaussian elimination. Bouchon et al. (1995) used the conjugate gradient method for the solution of the linear system which was obtained by including only 10-20% of highest amplitude terms within the linear system. This significantly reduces the computational time while maintaining accuracy.
In this study, full matrices were used in the computations. The number of boundary elements were determined from the maximum frequency and minimum velocity in the adjacent layers. Computations were performed on Sun-Sparc workstations and on a single processor CRAY-YMP supercomputer. Fig. 8 illustrates the ratio of CPU time of BEM and FD for several interfaces and shot gathers for the velocity depth model.
The comparison is made while keeping the model dimensions constant but changing the number of interfaces. The cost of the FD method depends on the total size of the model and grid spacing. In BEM, however, the cost depends on the horizontal dimension and the number of layers. Therefore, for models with high aspect ratios and small number of layers BEM has significant advantages over the FD method. BEM becomes cost effective for complex earth models if the number of shots gathered are large. This is an important feature when constant offset sections are created. Grid spacing in FD method is a global parameter while the size of boundary elements may vary at each interface and at each frequency which reduce the size of the linear systems.
BEM is appropriate for both vector and parallel machines since computations at each frequency can be performed independently. The inclusion of viscoelasticity does not change the cost in the BEM while it increases the cost for the time domain FD. Programming effort is minimal in going from isotropic models to anisotropic models in the BEM, since the Green's functions are the only components that need to be replaced.
CONCLUSIONS
Synthetic seismograms are computed using an indirect boundary element method. Finite-difference and the Cagniard de Hoop technique are used to test the accuracy of the technique. Examples studied in this paper illustrate that the computational cost of the technique is 3-4 times greater than FD, but becomes cost efficient as the number of shot gathers increases. Constant offset sections, which is very costly to compute using FD, can be obtained while the shot gathers are computed. The technique properly handles radiation conditions and can incorporate free surface and viscoelastic effects. The extension of the technique to more comprehensive earth models, e.g. transversely isotropic, with appropriate Green's functions is straightforward and does not increase computational cost significantly.
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